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Clate Mask ( @clatemask ) is the founder and CEO of Keap, a maker of sales and marketing automation software
for small businesses. He also is co-author of "Conquer the Chaos: How to Grow a Successful Small Business
Without Going Crazy."
I recently shared an article about how to get the most out of a business coach. The response was overwhelmingly
positive, but many people wrote in asking how to find a good coach.
As I said in my previous post, a business coach should be smart, experienced and willing to challenge you even
when it's hard. They should be honest with their feedback and have no agenda, or financial stake in your success.
With that in mind, here's some advice on how to go about finding that person:
Step 1: Think about your goals
If you don't first consider what your needs are and why you want a coach in the first place, you might pick the
wrong person. Do you want a coach with expertise that would provide guidance for one specific area of your
business? Or perhaps your business financials are growing year-over-year, but you have a hard time leading your
team? While most coaches can speak to things holistically, you might benefit from a coach who specializes in one
specific area. Whatever the case, be intentional about what you want help with before starting your search.
Step 2: Don't dive in first with Google
It may be tempting to start with a simple online search for the best business coach in your area. However, like
many consultants or service-based business roles, a referral can make all the difference. Tap your entrepreneurial
network to see if anyone you know and trust has had a positive experience with a coach. You'll be able to ask
questions about their experience and outcomes, as well as pros and cons to consider. If your immediate network
doesn't unearth a referral, search your industry and small-business online communities. In Arizona, we have an
incredible group of people who rally around local entrepreneurs that I often tap for insights. I also recommend
checking out local community groups such as technology councils, entrepreneurship and startup groups,
chambers and so on. Most of these organizations have LinkedIn groups and local meetups where you can ask for
referrals. If this approach doesn't pan out, move on to Google and search for a coach using the specific keywords
to help narrow the results.
Step 3: Search by industry experience
While there may be specific things that you need coaching for that are the same across industries, I highly
recommend finding a coach who has experience coaching someone through what you need, in a similar industry to
the one you are in. After all, running a high-growth technology company that is gearing up to raise a round of
funding is very different from running a long-established franchise looking to innovate and find new revenue
streams. Some of the things you need coaching for might overlap. But if you don't feel that the coach truly
understands what you are going through because your struggles may be industry specific, you'll likely not have the
level of trust needed to succeed.
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Step 4: Look for the connection
There is something to be said about chemistry in any relationship. It is important to connect with your coach in a
natural way. After all, you likely will be sharing all of your professional wins and losses with this person, much like
you would with a friend. But with coaching, it's a fine line. You shouldn't be choosing a coach like a friend or even a
favored co-worker. While it may be great to find a coach you would enjoy having dinner with, crossing the line into
friendship can make it hard to receive tough feedback or continued professional accountability. Remember, the
relationship is to make you better in your career and help grow your business first and foremost.
The process of finding the right business coach can take a bit of time, but it is worth it. Seek out a referral, make
sure the coach's experience aligns with your needs and ensure your connection allows for openness and
accountability. If you check all of these boxes, you will undoubtedly find the right coach for you—and your
business likely will benefit from it.
Write to Mr. Mask at reports@wsj.com
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